Recent years have seen an explosion of work in automated program repair. While previous work has focused exclusively on tools for single languages, recent work in multi-language transformation has opened the door for multi-language program repair tools. Evaluating the performance of such a tool requires having a benchmark set of similar buggy programs in different languages. We present QuixBugs, consisting of 40 programs translated to both Python and Java, each with a bug on a single line. The QuixBugs benchmark suite is based on problems from the Quixey Challenge, where programmers were given a short buggy program and 1 minute to fix the bug.
Introduction
This need to reimplement program repair tools for other languages motivated the development of ASTOR [7] , and prompted the authors of GenProg, originally for C, to reimplement their tool from scratch for Java [4] .
Recent work [2] has opened the doors for multi-language transformation, where a single program transformation tool can be specialized to work on many different languages, requiring only slightly more work than building a transformation for one language. As program repair is itself a form of source-to-source transformation, and program repair algorithms are often based on program-transformation techniques [1, 5, 6] , this opens the possibility for creating multi-language program repair tools. Such a development would be quite significant: a multi-language program repair tool would have many more potential users than a singlelanguage one, and could thus command far more investment. All existing program-repair benchmarks focus on a single language, and the use of distinct benchmark sets for different languages does not permit an apples-to-apples comparison of the tool's performance across languages.
Addressing this problem, we have created QuixBugs, the first multi-lingual parallel corpus of program repair benchmarks. The QuixBugs benchmark contains 40 programs translated into both Java and Python, each with a bug on a single line. Each buggy program is accompanied by passing and failing test cases, and a uniform driver for running any of the programs on their tests, in both Python and java. an excellent dataset for program repair. Because they were developed as challenges for humans by people unaware of program repair, each buggy program is interesting, and the set as a whole has reduced potential for experimenter bias.
We manually translated all 40 buggy Python programs to Java. Several points of care were needed. Several challenges we faced arose from dealing with the differences between Java and Python's type systems. Python's use of heterogeneous collections caused trouble, as these were unnatural to translate into Java. Another point of care was required because different Python programs may use the same base data structure for different use cases (e.g.: a Python list may represent a list or a stack).
We created a test driver to serve as an interface to create the test input objects for Java. While standard JSON deserialization was sufficient for creating test objects in the form expected by most Python programs, the Java ones required inputs be statically converted to the parameter type required of the buggy Java method. The test driver uses Java's reflection to obtain these types and perform the conversion. Because the programs used inconsistent graph representations, we decided to hardcode the Python and Java testcases for problems with these inputs. We hope to find better methods of implementing these special testcases in future work. Some Python programs used fictitious libraries, particularly data structures such as min-heaps and ordered sets, as pseudocode; we supplied implementations of these. Finally, despite the relative verbosity of Java, we took care to maintain the property that all bugs were only on one line. Ultimately, we succeeded in translating all 40 buggy Python programs to Java programs with similar bugs. Table 1 classifies the 40 programs by defect type. We tried to use the defect ontology of Tan et al [8] . However, we found it a poor match for the distribution of defects in QuixBugs. First, it does not have subcategories for especially common instances of its patterns (e.g.: off-by-one errors). Second, its ontology did not include nonlocal defect patterns such as swapped variables. We hence used our own classification.
We did not make it a goal to provide correct versions of each program. However, the original Quixey Challenge problems contained multiple corrected implementations of each Python program, which we have also included in QuixBugs.
Conclusion
This paper presents the QuixBugs benchmark that aims to facilitate future empirical study in automated program repair, particularly program repair tools that target multiple languages. Because this benchmark suite includes similar programs with the same bug across multiple languages, it allows for more objective measurement of how well a program repair tool is able to generalize across languages, as opposed to using distinct single-language benchmarks with different sets of bugs. The Java portion of QuixBugs was previously used by the Quixey Challenger, a prototype repair tool based on constraint-based search. We have begun developing a multilanguage program repair tool based on our Cubix [2] framework for multi-language transformation. QuixBugs is available from https://github.com/jkoppel/QuixBugs.
